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Abstract
Localness is increasingly viewed as fundamental to crowd work, from volunteer mapping in OpenStreetMap to paid verification of local information on Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk). However, it remains unclear what makes localness beneficial. We investigate how the common meaning of localness, physical proximity, influences people’s success in geographic crowd work and propose a novel second dimension of localness, urbanness distance. In a study of volunteer work in Humanitarian OpenStreetMap Team (HOT), we find that success decreases when volunteers live (a) farther away or (b) in differently urban (or rural) areas. In a second study of crowdsourced image geolocation on Amazon Mechanical Turk, proximity and urbanness distance provides no additional performance benefits. Our results suggest that previous conceptions of localness are too simple. Instead, localness may be a multidimensional concept, varying based on the kind of task or incentive.
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Introduction and Motivation
Geographic crowd work is a fundamental aspect of major crowdsourcing platforms, from volunteers contributing to OpenStreetMap, writing about geographic topics on
Wikipedia, to paid workers on Amazon Mechanical Turk helping verify local information [5, 6]. Current geographic crowd work places an emphasis on being local.

The First Law of Geography [12] states: “near things are more related than distant things”, so leveraging the local expertise of crowds nearby makes sense, especially with such a large pool of potential workers online. Prior work shows that local geographic crowd work produces richer [4], more diverse [13], or more accurate [1] content, and thus some researchers [10, 4, 11] argue that local contributions help counteract some of the systematic geographic biases [8, 2, 7, 9] that disadvantage rural areas in geographic crowd-sourcing systems. Low SES and rural places receive lower quality volunteered geographic crowd work, partly due to how geographic crowd volunteers spend their time [11].

In this research, we test the feasibility of a multidimensional conception of localness, focusing on both the common dimension of proximity and hypothesizing a second dimension of localness informed by prior work: urbanness distance. Urbanness distance is the difference in the urbanness of where a person lives and the urbanness of where they perform geographic crowd work. We study this across two different geographic crowd platforms, with different tasks and incentive structures. Our research questions are:

RQ1: Does proximity affect an individual’s success in geographic crowd work?

RQ2: Does urbanness distance affect an individual’s success in geographic crowd work?

We also highlight difficulties in recruiting geographically diverse crowd workers on MTurk. We then discuss the implications of multidimensional localness for mitigating rural biases in geographic crowd systems.
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Study 1: Humanitarian OpenStreetMap

Our first study focuses on Humanitarian OpenStreetMap Team (HOT), where volunteers perform the generative task of tracing satellite imagery. The HOT community has built a structured contribution workflow designed for disaster and other humanitarian mapping efforts globally, and presents an opportune field site to study our research questions. In HOT, tasks can be labeled as either (a) ‘validated’, i.e., accepted as done; or (b) ‘invalidated’, indicating they must be re-mapped or fixed.

To answer our research questions, we systematically determined crowd volunteers’ home locations by manually coding 1,385 of their ‘About’ pages. We then calculated the success rates of their contributions (whether they were validated or invalidated). To answer RQ1, we computed their physical distance from the locations they contributed to. To answer RQ2, we computed their urbanness distance from locations they contributed to. Here, urbanness distance is measured in terms of the difference in population density between a volunteer’s home location and that of the locations they contribute to. For instance, if a volunteer lived in New York City, but helped map a rural area, their urbanness distance would be quite large.

We then ran a mixed effects binomial logistic regression because each of the values for our validation states (the dependent variable in our analysis) is categorical. Our dependent variable was validation_status, and our fixed-effects variables were proximity_km_log2 and urb_dist_log2. We also included a random effect for each contributor, to account for individual variation. The results of this regression are shown in Table 1.

Table 1 shows that within HOT, being from a place that is either 1) near to the HOT task or 2) similarly urban (or rural) has a positive impact on geographic crowd work success.
More formally, both proximity and urbanness have an influence on crowd volunteers’ odds of being validated.

With regard to our proximity results, we find that being from a place further away from the task location very likely (p = 0.06) decreases a crowd volunteer’s odds of having their mapping work validated. Consider two HOT volunteers, one who lives twice as far away from the HOT task as the other. Holding all else constant, we would expect the crowd volunteer who is farther away to have 7% lower odds of being validated than the one who is physically closer.

With regard to our urbanness distance results, we find that being from a place that has a different urbanness than the task location decreases a crowd volunteer’s odds of having their mapping work validated. Consider two HOT volunteers contributing to the same task, in a place with a population density of 20 people/km$^2$. Both crowd volunteers are equidistant from the task, but one crowd volunteer lives in a place with a higher population density of 40 people/km$^2$, and another lives in a place with an even higher population density of 80 people/km$^2$; i.e., the latter crowd volunteer is ‘half as urbaness local’ as the former. We expect the crowd volunteer with the larger urbanness distance to have 7% lower odds of their task being validated than the crowd volunteer with the shorter urbanness distance.

Taking our results together, we find that both proximity and urbanness distance influence the success of geographic crowd work, on a volunteer-based mapping task in HOT.
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We then ran a mixed effects binomial logistic regression because each of the values for our validation states (the dependent variable in our analysis) is categorical. Our dependent variable was validation_status, and our fixed-effects variables were proximity_km_log2 and urb_dist_log2. We also included a random effect for each contributor, to account for individual variation. The results of this regression are shown in Table 1.

Table 1 shows that within HOT, being from a place that is either 1) near to the HOT task or 2) similarly urban (or rural) has a positive impact on geographic crowd work success. More formally, both proximity and urbanness have an influence on crowd volunteers’ odds of being validated.

With regard to our proximity results, we find that being from a place further away from the task location very likely (p = 0.06) decreases a crowd volunteer’s odds of having their
mapping work validated. Consider two HOT volunteers, one who lives twice as far away from the HOT task as the other. Holding all else constant, we would expect the crowd volunteer who is farther away to have 7% lower odds of being validated than the one who is physically closer.

With regard to our urbanness distance results, we find that being from a place that has a different urbanness than the task location decreases a crowd volunteer’s odds of having their mapping work validated. Consider two HOT volunteers contributing to the same task, in a place with a population density of 20 people/km$^2$. Both crowd volunteers are equidistant from the task, but one crowd volunteer lives in a place with a higher population density of 40 people/km$^2$, and another lives in a place with an even higher population density of 80 people/km$^2$; i.e., the latter crowd volunteer is ‘half as urbaness local’ as the former. We expect the crowd volunteer with the larger urbanness distance to have 7% lower odds of their task being validated than the crowd volunteer with the shorter urbanness distance.

Taking our results together, we find that both proximity and urbanness distance influence the success of geographic crowd work, on a volunteer-based mapping task in HOT.

### Study 2: Crowdsourced Image Geolocation

In our second study, we focus on a different geographic crowd work task and in a different context: the analytical task of image geolocation performed by paid crowd workers on Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk). In prior work, we designed an interface to facilitate crowd-supported image geolocation [5], where crowd workers compare 16 cells of satellite imagery with a provided aerial diagram, and mark each cell as Yes/Maybe if it matches, or No if not. In our study, all tasks had exactly one correct cell and 15 decoys.

Using this system, we conducted an experiment to study how an individual crowd worker’s localness influences their performance in image geolocation. First, we systematically selected two images based on geographic and visual diversity, among other criteria [5]. The images were located in Chicago and Waverly, IL. We then generated aerial diagrams of the two images with the help of a professional from UpWork.

Next, to answer RQ1, we hired two groups of crowd workers, using MTurk’s location qualifications, to perform the image geolocation task. We hired local crowd workers from IL (same location as the image), and non-local workers from California (CA), another populous US state to ensure a large pool of workers, yet far away from IL.

To answer RQ2, we classified our two image locations based on their urbanness, using the the NCHS Urban–Rural Classification Scheme for Counties [3], which describes six county-level urbanness categories ranging from most urban (level 1) to most rural (level 6). We use this to calculate workers’ urbanness distance.

We paid workers $1.21 for our task with an estimated completion time of 10 minutes ($7.25/hr). Workers completed an online consent form, a survey with demographic questions, and the image geolocation task. We aimed to hire an equal number of workers from CA and IL. Despite our best efforts, including a number different recruitment strategies over a two-week period, we were able to hire 323 workers from CA, but only 101 from IL. Table 2 shows the number of workers in each urbanness level, after filtering out low-quality workers’ data. Given our difficulties in hiring geographically-targeted workers, we report results only for Waverly, IL.

**Results.** Overall, workers from both states performed well in identifying the single correct cell, with a true positive rate

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2: Number of Crowd Workers in Each Urbanness Level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Urbaness Level</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
of 72.97% for CA workers and 80.23% for IL. The false positive rate was low at 10.81% for CA workers and 13.11% for IL. There was no statistically significant difference between CA and IL workers’ true positive rate (Mann–Whitney U-test, $W = 11424$, $p = 0.117$) or false positive rate (Mann–Whitney U-test, $W = 11804$, $p = 0.174$). We found similar results when workers were grouped based on their urbanness distance: they all performed equally well and there was no statistically significant difference between groups.

Discussion and Future Work

**Putting Our Results in Context.** Comparing Studies 1 and 2, we find mixed results in response to our research questions. With regard to the question posed for the workshop, our results point to two important conclusions. First, there are contexts where a multi-dimensional conception of localness (being physically nearby, or from a place that is similar in urban/rural to the task) matters in geographic crowd work. However, there are other contexts in which rural areas may benefit substantially from the wisdom of the crowd. In Study 2, workers performed paid, analytic, geographic crowd work equally well, regardless of how far away or how different in urbanity their home was from the task location.

**Implications for Mitigating Geographic Biases.** One difference between our two studies is the type of task in each. Study 1 used a synthesis task, while Study 2 used an analytical task. Our results show that for a synthesis task, ‘proximity’ or ‘urbanness’ localness affects worker success. Thus, for synthesis tasks, incorporating rural perspectives may be critical. Conversely for analytical tasks, geographic crowd work systems may be able to benefit from the crowd’s ability to achieve high-quality work, regardless of ‘proximity’ or ‘urbanness’ localness between the crowd worker and the task location. The second difference between our two studies is the incentive structures. This suggests that in volunteer crowd work settings, rural places may be disadvantaged, because localness is important. However, paying for geographic crowd work may allow rural regions to take advantage of the crowd. For example, paid geographic crowd work and/or analytical task design could be used to mitigate geographic biases like lower quality content in rural areas (e.g., [2, 8, 7]).

**Future Work.** In Study 2 we faced difficulties in recruiting geographically-targeted crowd workers, especially those from more rural areas. While prior work has found that workers on MTurk are broadly representative of the general population, our data suggests that only about 5% of MTurk workers are from rural areas (levels 5 and 6 on the NCHS scale), while about 79% are from urban areas (levels 1 and 2). One avenue for future work is studying whether workers on MTurk are geographically representative. Second, more work is needed to understand what specific mechanisms allowed workers in our second study to perform equally well, regardless of where they were from. Third, additional research is needed to understand other salient dimensions of localness, and in what contexts they are advantageous.
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